
Converter tools between SAS *.xpt and *.csv 
 A tool to transform a SAS *.xpt file to a *.csv file and back again will be helpful for several purposes: 

• Manual redaction of sesitive information from SAS datasets to facilitate sharing example 

datasets. 

• Creation of example datasets for draft domains to support the development of the SEND 

standard. 

• To enable the broader range of tools that can read *.csv files to have access the information 

that is stored in SAS *.xpt files. 

SAS *.xpt to *.csv conversion 
The SAS version 5 and 6 *.xpt format is described in SAS document TS140.pdf.  It indicates the file 

format stores file header information, collumn header information, and record level data. 

Limitation 
The SAS *.xpt format permits multiple SAS datasets to be stored in a single *.xpt file; however, the FDA 

discourages this practice in submissions.  This tool will process the first dataset and ignore any others, 

except to return an error if more than one dataset is found within an *.xpt file. 

File header information 

Field When reading *.xpt When writing *.xpt 
version of SAS Error if not between 5.00 

and 6.99 
6.06 

Operating System that created the 
file 

Ignore WINDOWS 

Date and Time the file was created 
(2 digit year, no time zone) 

Ignore Current OS Date and time 
in local timezone 

Date and Time the file was 
modified (2 digit year, no time 
zone, usually the same as the 
created date and time) 

Ignore Current OS Date and time 
in local timezone 

Size of NAMESTR the column 
header information records (either 
0140 for most systems or 1036 for 
VAX/VMS systems) 

Error if not 0140 0140 

Data set name Write to first row of *.csv Value from first row of 
*.csv 

version of SAS Ignore 6.06 
Operating System that created the 
dataset 

Ignore WINDOWS 

Date and Time the dataset was 
created 

Ignore Current OS Date and time 
in local timezone 

Date and Time the dataset was 
modified 

Ignore Current OS Date and time 
in local timezone 

Dataset label (40 characters) Write to second row of 
*.csv 

Value from second row of 
*.csv 



Dataset type Ignore 8 spaces 
(I checked one dataest 
from each of our example 
sources and they each had 
8 spaces for this field). 

Number of variables in the dataset 
(max of 9999) 

Read to confirm the OBS 
header begins where 
expected 

Determined by the 
number of columns in 
*.csv file 

Column header information 

Field When reading *.xpt When writing *.xpt 
Variable type (short) Write to row 5 of *.csv 

01 -> Num 
02 -> Char 

Read from row 5 of *.csv 
Num -> 01 
Char -> 02 

Length of Variable (short) Ignore 0 (I checked one dataest 
from each of our example 
sources and they each had 
0) 

Variable Number (short) Ignore Increment starting with 1 
for the first variable 

Name of Variable (char8) Write to row 6 of *.csv Read from row 6 of *.csv 

Label of Variable (char40) Write to row 3 of *.csv Read from row 3 of *.csv 

Name of Format (char8) Ignore 8 space characters 

Format Field Length or 0 (short) Ignore 0 

Format number of Decimals (short) Ignore 0 
Left-justification or Right-
justification (short) 

Ignore 0 (left justify) 

Name of Input format (char8) Ignore 8 spaces 
Informat lenght (short) Ignore 0 

Informat number of decimals 
(short) 

Ignoare 0 

Position of value in observation 
(long) 

Byte position of the start 
of the variable’s value in 
the observation records. 
Use this to determine the 
size of the filed and 
populate row 3 of the 
*.csv 
If I find later that this is 
not consistently provided I 
mihgt need to read the 
“Length of Variable” value 
in these cases. 

Read the size of each field 
from row 3 of the *.csv 
and compute byte position 
of the start of the 
variable’s value in the 
observation records 

Data records 

Record values are concatenated together  

The standard indicates 28 differet ways to represent missing values.   



Missing Value Type When reading *.xpt When writing *.xpt 
._   0x5f ._ 0x5f 

.      0x2e . 0x2e 

.A   0x41 .A 0x41 

.B   0x42 .B 0x42 

.Z    0x5a .Z 0x5a 

 

Example Output 
Here is an example for dm.xpt if only the first 4 variables were provided with only 5 data rows.  I’ve 

added tabs after the commas to make this more easily readable.  I’ve chosen to place that the variable 

names and variable types are close to the data rows so that in spreadsheet views, the other less 

important header information can be more easily hidden. 

DM 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

6, 2, 9, 4 

Study Identifier, Domain Abbreviation, Unique Subect Identifier,  Subject Identifier for the Study 

Char, Char, Char,  Char 

STUDYID, DOMAIN, USUBJID, SUBJID 

GLP003, DM, 107001493, 1101 

GLP003, DM, 107001389, 1104 

GLP003, DM, 107001401, 1107 

GLP003, DM, 107001483, 1110 

GLP003, DM, 107001387, 1113 
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